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framework for Oman’s capital market
transactions.

(PART 1 – DUTIES AND
OBLIGATIONS OF KEY PLAYERS)

This note is Part 1 of a three part series,
and deals with the duties and
obligations of certain key players
involved in M&A transactions under
the proposed regulation. We also
consider
the
CMA’s
expansive
definition of those parties deemed to
be “acting in concert” with a potential
acquirer.

The Oman Capital Market Authority
(CMA) recently circulated for comment
a new proposed regulation governing
take-overs and acquisitions of listed
companies.
The new regulation is grounded on
principles of transparency, minority
shareholder protections and ensuring
the adequacy of disclosure. Though
not yet effective, the new regulation
promises to reshape the mergers and
acquisitions (M&A) landscape within
i
the Sultanate.

In Part 2, we discuss the informational
and
disclosure
requirements
contemplated
under
the
new
regulation.
Finally, in Part 3, we consider the
procedural requirements to be
imposed under the regulation.

The release of the proposed takeover
regulation also coincides with the
CMA’s
recent
issuance
of
a
comprehensive new draft Code of
Corporate Governance. Based on the
thoroughness of both draft regulations
it would seem that the CMA means to
establish a lasting and forward-looking

Known as the “Oman Take-Over and
Acquisition Regulation,” the newly
proposed regulation would apply
generally to any natural or legal person
(“acquirer”), who, either alone or
acting in concert with others, acquires
or has an intent to acquire control of a
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25% or greater shareholding in a public
joint stock company or investment
fund listed on the Muscat Securities
Market or any other stock exchange in
ii
Oman.
More specifically, and irrespective of
how the control or acquisition is to be
affected, an acquirer must make a
“mandatory
offer”
under
the
iii
following circumstances:




where the acquirer has obtained a
25% or greater shareholding
control in a company; or
where the acquirer has acquired
more than 2% of the voting shares
or voting rights of a company in
any 6-month period and where
that acquirer’s shareholding was
greater than 25% but not greater
than 50% of the voting shares or
voting rights of the company
iv
during such 6-month period.

In the context of the regulation, a
“mandatory offer” is in effect a tender
offer made to all of the target
company’s shareholders for all or some
portion of a class of the target
company’s voting shares/voting rights.
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In that regard, the stated aim of the
regulation is to ensure equitable
treatment for majority and minority
shareholders by ensuring their right to
sell their shares in connection with a
takeover of the company.
Where
the
acquirer
receives
acceptances
from
the
target’s
shareholders amounting to 90% of the
nominal value of those shares or of the
shares of a particular class (excluding
the acquirer’s own shares), then the
acquirer may effect a “compulsory
acquisition” of all the remaining
shares, subject to CMA and target
shareholder approval.

As alluded to at the outset, this Part 1
is focused on the duties and
obligations of certain key players in an
M&A transaction under the new
regulation. The regulation imposes a
general set of duties and obligations (a
code of conduct if you will), on all
parties involved in M&A transactions.
Additionally, there are other specific
duties focused primarily on the board
of directors of the target company, the
acquirer itself, and the CMA licensed
adviser representing the acquirer. We
consider each in turn…
Duties and obligations of all
actors
The new regulation devotes a
considerable amount of discussion to
issues of transparency and fairness.
In that regard a “code of conduct” is
imposed on all persons involved in
M&A transactions, irrespective of
their role in the transaction; namely,
all such persons must:





Duties and obligations of the
target company’s board of
directors
Where a target company’s board of
directors has received a bona fide
takeover offer or has reason to believe
that such an offer is imminent, it must:













provide majority and minority
shareholders alike fair and equal
opportunity to assess the pros and
cons of the transaction;
provide fair and equal treatment
to all of the target shareholders, in
particular
the
minority
shareholders;
ensure that information is not
furnished
to
the
target
shareholders on a selective basis,
except where the information is

furnished in confidence to a bona
fide potential acquirer by the
v
target or vice versa;
treat
documents
or
advertisements addressed to
target shareholders containing
information,
opinions
or
recommendations from the board
of directors of the acquirer or
target, or their respective advisers
with the same standards of care as
if
such
documents
or
advertisements were a prospectus;
and
prohibit the creation of false
markets (i.e. price distortions) in
the securities of any party with a
stake in the transaction.






safeguard the interests of the
target as a whole;
not take any action or make any
decision without the approval of
its shareholders (at a general
meeting) or the CMA, which could
result in:
• any take-over offer being
vi
frustrated; or
• the target shareholders being
denied an opportunity to
decide on the merits of the
take-over offer;
seek advice from advisers on the
merits of the M&A transaction;
within 10 days of the offer by the
acquirer,
provide
its
opinion/comments on the takeover offer (including with respect
to the deal consideration offered
by the acquirer), via a circular
delivered
to
each
target
shareholder;
disclose in its circular to the target
vii
shareholders all information
known by the board or any
expert appointed by it that the
target shareholders (and their
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advisers) would reasonably require
and expect to find in such circular
for the purpose of making an
informed assessment as to the
merits of accepting or rejecting
the take-over offer and the extent
of the risks involved in doing so;
and
Abstain
from
making
any
recommendation with regards to
the take-over offer, if they have an
actual or potential conflict of
interest
in
the
proposed
transaction.

Duties and obligations of the
acquirer
Under the proposed regulation, any
person who intends or is obliged to
make a take-over offer, effect an
acquisition, undertake a compulsory
acquisition or who intends to apply for
an exemption from the provisions of
the regulation must appoint and seek
advice from an adviser who is an “Issue
viii
Manager” licensed by the CMA.


Duties and obligations of the
appointed adviser
Because an “adviser” for purposes of
the regulation must be a CMA licensed
Issued Manager, such parties play a
critical role in the transaction and have
a heightened level of responsibility.


In addition to abiding by all of the
pertinent provisions of the CML, an
adviser giving advice in relation to an
M&A transaction or any application for
exemption must:






provide objective and appropriate
advice that
would enable the persons
concerned to make informed
decisions;
facilitate early consultation with
and consideration by the CMA (if
necessary) to enable prompt
action by persons involved in an
M&A transaction;
ensure that the acquirer is able
and will continue to be able to
implement the take-over before
the obligation to do so is
triggered;
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ensure that the take-over offer is
dispatched when the obligation
arises to do so; and
confirm that the financing for the
take-over offer is arranged, if
required.

Further, to the extent the adviser is
involved in prosecuting an application
for an exemption, ruling or any other
matter pertaining to an M&A
transaction, then it must ensure that
the format and content of the
application complies with CMA
specifications.
 Parties “acting in concert”
As discussed earlier in this note, the
proposed regulation would apply
generally to any natural or legal
person, who, either alone or acting in
concert with others, acquires or has an
intent to acquire control of a 25% or
greater shareholding in a public joint
stock company or investment fund
listed on the Muscat Securities Market
or any other stock exchange in Oman.
Because the regulation employs a fairly
broad definition of what it means for
parties to be “acting in concert” there
is at least the theoretical potential for
parties to inadvertently trigger the
mandatory
take-over
provisions.
Under the regulation, acting in concert
means any agreement, arrangement or
understanding where parties agree to
cooperate to acquire voting control
over a company or act to exercise
control over a company. Such
arrangements need not be for formal
and may be oral as well as written.
Consequently, in the context of the
proposed regulation “control” is looked
at both from the vantage point of the
acquisition of shares, as well as the
effective control where parties act as a
voting bloc. In that sense, there is no
requirement that the “acquirer(s)” be
able to appoint a majority of the board
of directors or that they control more
than 50% of the voting shares.
Further, the regulation combines
concepts of “beneficial ownership” and
“voting groups” to create a
presumption (albeit rebuttable) that,

given the nature of their relationship,
certain parties are deemed to be
“acting in concert” whether that is in
ix
Absent facts to the
fact the case.
contrary,
parties
automatically
deemed to be acting in concert
include:









a company and its related and
“associate” companies (i.e. 20%
voting control);
a company and any of its directors,
or the parent, child, brother or
sister of any of its directors, or the
spouse of any such director or any
such relative, or any related trusts;
a company and any pension fund
established by it;
a person and any investment
company
or
fund
whose
investments such person manages
on a discretionary basis; and
a financial adviser and its client
which is a company, where the
financial adviser manages on a
discretionary basis the company’s
funds and has 10% or more of the
x
voting shares in that company.

Moreover, in the case of a company,
any person who owns or controls 20%
or more of the voting shares of that
company and any parent, child,
brother or sister of such person, or the
spouse of such person or any such
relative, or any related trusts together
with one or more persons will also be
presumed to be acting in concert.
Thus, it is imperative that parties have
a complete understanding of their
affiliations when executing capital
market transactions. In the case of
company
directors,
this
may
necessitate a far more expansive
Director/Officer questionnaire than
currently in a vogue within the
Sultanate.

This concludes Part 1 of this note.
In the Part 2 we consider the
informational
and
disclosure
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i

The new regulation concerns itself broadly
with “takeovers”, “acquisitions” and
“compulsory acquisitions”. For purposes of
this note, unless it would be misleading to
do so, we refer to all such deals generally
as, “M&A transactions”.
ii

The CMA may grant an exemption from
the mandatory offer obligation and other
provisions of the regulation. Any
application for an exemption must be
submitted to the CMA before the
mandatory offer obligation is triggered. In
granting an exemption, the CMA may take
into consideration issues relating to the
national interest of Oman or the interest of
investors at large or such other reasons as it
deems fit.
iii

While the proposed regulation uses the
terms “offeror” and “offeree” to refer to the
concerned parties, we have taken a bit of
license and use the terms more
traditionally used in the M&A context –
those terms being, respectively “acquirer”
and “target”.
iv

The newly proposed regulation follows
certain and addresses in a much more
comprehensive fashion amendments to the
Capital Markets Law (CML) that went into
effect under Royal Decree No. 59/2014,
which amends Article 7, item B of the CML
and provides that: “[n]o one is permitted
either by himself or jointly with others to
buy or won 25% or more of the shares in a
public joint stock company, unless it is in
accordance with the regulations set by the
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CMA’s Board, which determine: (i) the
persons included in such participation; (ii)
the mechanism and procedures of
acquisition; (iii) exceptions; (iv) minimum
information to be disclosed; (v) guarantees
to be provided before the execution of the
purchasing process; (vi) methods of
determining the purchase price; (vii)
situations in which it is mandatory to buy
all of the company’s shares; (viii) situations
in which the minority shareholders are
obliged to sell their shares; and (ix) any
other provisions.”
v

Note while the law does not stipulate
specific requirements, it could be safely
presumed (and prudence would dictate)
that a formal confidentiality and nondisclosure agreement be entered into
before any party makes a selective
disclosure.

vi

Note, this is a very sweeping prohibition
against “poison pills” and similar such deal
protection devices.
Specifically, the
regulation enumerates and prohibits a
number of actions by the target board of
directors that could be considered as
“frustrating” the transaction, including: •
the issuance of any authorized but unissued
shares of the target; • the issuance or
granting of options in respect of any
unissued shares of the target company; •
the creation or issuance or permitting the
creation or subscription of any shares of the
target company; • the sale, disposal of or
acquisition or agreement to sell, dispose of
or acquire assets of the target of a material
amount; • the entering into a contract or
allowing contracts for or on behalf of the
target to be entered into otherwise than in
the ordinary course of business of the
target; • the disposal of assets or liabilities
that is a condition to the take-over offer; •
the selling of treasury shares into the
market; or • any action which may cause
the target or any subsidiary or associated
company of the target to purchase or
redeem shares in the target or provide any
financial assistance for any such purchase
or redemption.
vii

Note that the plain language of the
provision speaks to disclosure of “all
information” – which is not qualified by
materiality. However elsewhere in the
regulation “material information” is the
standard for disclosure, so it appears that
there may be some potential for ambiguity.
However, it is more likely that “all material

information” would be the standard
adopted in the final release of the
regulation. The regulation also imposes an
affirmative due diligence obligation on the
target’s board of directors by imputing
“knowledge” for information that would be
able to obtain by the board (and its
advisers) by making such “enquiries that
were reasonable in the circumstances.”
viii

Under Article 13 of the Executive
Regulations of the CML (Decision No.
1/2009), an “Issue Manager” has a broad
scope of responsibilities and duties as
relates to capital markets transactions,
including, amongst others, to provide
advice
on
capital
restructurings,
acquisitions and take-overs, to conduct
professional due diligence investigations
regarding the issuers of securities, to file
the prospectus with the CMA, and to obtain
the CMA’s approval for marketing and
promotional activities.
ix

For the purpose of rebutting the
presumption that two or more persons are
acting in concert with one another, the
CMA may take into consideration the
following factors: • the pattern, volume,
timing and prices of shares or rights
purchased by such persons; • voting
pattern of the shares or rights by such
persons and any business activities in
common or other ties; • any financial
dependence between such persons; •
animosity/hostility amongst the persons
acting in concert; or • any other factors as
may be determined by the CMA.
x

The following persons are also considered
to be persons acting in concert: • a
company, the directors of the company,
and the shareholders of the company
where there is an agreement, arrangement
or understanding between the company or
directors of the company, and shareholder
of the company which restricts the director
or the shareholder from: (i) offering or
accepting a take-over offer for the voting
shares or voting rights of the company; or
(ii) increasing or reducing his shareholdings
in the company; and • a person who is a
partner of a partnership (i.e. means two or
more persons having a business
arrangement and common interest in
several companies between them)
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